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1. Plugin Pre-Adjusts
The Plugin is working with DEWESoft version 7.1 b114 and higher. It consists of one file
and Xsens SDK library files:
XsensMT.dll
And
xstypes32.dll
xsensdeviceapi_com32.dll
xsensdeviceapi32.dll
QtCore4.dll
QtGui4.dll
This file must be copied into DEWESoft’s Add-ons folder, usually found under:
C:\DEWESoft7\Bin\V7_0\Addons
After the file has been copied to this location, the plugin has to be registered. This has to be
done in DEWESoft’s hardware setup.

Figure 1.0 Settings
When the hardware setup has been opened, please press the Reg.Plugins button. Afterwards
restart DEWESoft and the plugin will be listed in the Plugin menu.
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Figure 2.0 Hardware setup
Then it is possible to scan the presented Xsens sensors. When the plugin is enabled scan is
done automatically.
The Rescan Button can be used for checking presentation of Xsens Device. If device is visible
on the form then it is prepared for measurement.

2. Plugin Description
The plugin control the Xsens devices and collect measured data.
The Control of devices is based on Xsens SDK 4.1.
The measured values are set by plugin according type of device.
Plugin can handle maximal two Xsens devices in the same time and the devices could be
different type.
The Xsens Device has a two states:
- Configuration
- Meassurement
In the Config State various settings can be read and written according user request and
device type and in the Measurement state the MT will output its data message which
contains data dependent on the current configuration and provide the data to DEWEsoft.
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Figure 3.0 Xsens device states
The meassurement process in event based. When the device has a new data then Xsens sdk
provide data over event to the plugin.
Plugin store the requested data with time stamp to the list. When DEWEsoft request data
then List is provided to the DCOM.
The meassurenet durring “Setup screen” and “Meassure screen ” is the same procedure just
data are provided once to “Setup screen” and in other case to “Measure screen”.

The Plugin has three main windows:
- Hardware setup screen
- Channel Setup screen
- Measurement screen

2.1 Hardware Setup Screen
On this screen the plugin detect devices and the main configuration of Xsens device is done.
The Figure 2.0 shows two device connected.
It is possible reconnect the Xsens devices in this time before measurement. User can connect
the correct Xsens Device to the port and press Rescan port or disable and enable Plugin and
the Device will be enumerated, connected and communication Port opened.

2.2 Channel Setup Screen
On the Setup screen the user can set:
- Used channels
- Scenarios / Filters ( definned by device)
- Delay
- Orientation data output
- Units
The setting on setup screen can be apply for each device separately. The channels are
mapped according the Device type. User can choose wich channels would like use for
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measurement. The Scenarios/Filers are loaded from on board Xsens Device. Each type of
device could contain different types and versions of Scenario.
Delay represent time delay to meassurement timestamp value.
Orientation data output could be represent three types : Euler, Quaternion, Matrix.
The Each channel is meassured in corresponding unit. For some value it could be
recalculated to other type of unit or maximal and minimal limit value could be set.

Figure 4.0 Channel Setup

Figure 5.0 Channels Setup Screen
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The Setup of channels, colors and so on could be stored ale reload again. The stored setup is
used only in case if loaded setup is match for same type device and same amount of devices.
In case of inconsitency for one parameter the Setup is refused by plugin.

Figure 6.0 Setup Warning
Or

Figure 7.0 Setup Warning
Each device can be reset in these modes:
- XRM_StoreAlignmentMatrix - Store the current object alignment matrix to persistent
memory
- XRM_Heading
- Brief Reset the heading (yaw)
- XRM_Object
- Reset the attitude (roll, pitch)
- XRM_Alignment
- Reset heading and attitude. This effectively combines the
XRM_Heading and XRM_Object

Figure 6.0: Reset type of device
The each reset is possible for all devices. When more than one sensor is connected then new
form is displayed where it is possible to choose device where reset should be realize.
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Figure 8.0 Sensor Choose

2.3 Measurement Screen
On this screen data are just provided according channel setup. The acquisition is done same
way as for “Channel setup screen”. It is done in periodical event from Xsens SDK.

Figure 9.0 Meassurement screen

3.0 Supported Hardware
The listings below show the supported devices for Plugin versions > 3.0.
Plugin versions < 3.0 do NOT support USB devices like for example the 700 series!!
That means all these devices are supported:
- Awinda Station
- Awinda Dongle
- Awinda OEM board
- MTw
- Xbus Master Motion Tracker
- MTi or an MTx
- legacy MTi-G
- MTi-G
- MTMk4
- MTMk4 10 series
- MTMk4 10
- MTMk4 30
- MTMk4 100 series
- MTMk4 100
- MTMk4 200
- MTMk4 300
- MTMk4 700
New Xsens product Portfolio:
- 10: MTi-10 IMU
- 20: MTi-20 VRU
- 30: MTi-30 AHRS
- 100: MTi-100 IMU
- 200: MTi-200 VRU
- 300: MTi-300 AHRS
- 700: MTi-G-700 GPS/INS
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4.0 Limitation
1.
- Plugin Versions <3.0 support GPS representation, but do not support new USB devices.
- Plugin Versions >=3.0 do NOT support GPS representation, but support new USB devices.
2.
The Xsens plugin ver. 3.0 doesn’t contain some values from MTi-G devices as Xsens Plugin
ver. 2.XX. The reason is different Xsens SDK. Plugin ver. 3.0 use Xsens SDK 4.1.
From Xsens Support Email:
“First of all the legacy devices are not fully supported in XDA. It is
not a 100% tested yet. This is probably the reason why your GPS PVT
message is not fully functional. I'm sorry but this can only be solved by
changing XDA legacy compatibility. I will give this information to our
product manager.
For XDA the GPS age is not needed as the GPS comes in at its own
frequency. So there is no GPS Age for the 700. For pressure age this is
the same.

”
GPS PVT Message contain missing data for MTi-G legacy device.
The missing data for MTi-G legacy are: Standard deviation (h, v, s) and GPS Age.
For the MTi-G 700 the missing values are GPS age and Pressure AGE.
Solution:
The Xsens released new revision of SDK 4.1. Unfortunately, It is not official up to now and
not all files necessary for import to Delphi environment was released.
I will be fixed in new revision most probably.
3.
The Plugin can control maximal 2 Xsens device in the same time.
4.
The measurement buffer time stamp is taken from computer system time.
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5.0 Overview of data output
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